FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Carson and Comelit Announce Partnership
and Integration
NEW YORK - October 10, 2018 – Carson, creators of the complete
technology service for unstaffed residential buildings, and Comelit, a leading
producer of intercom devices for multi-family properties, announced a new
partnership and integration today. The Comelit line of IP intercoms are fully
integrated with Carson - streaming the video camera feed into the Carson app
for residents and property staff, and connecting intercom calls to the Carson
24/7 service center. With this integration, residents can enjoy all Carson
functionality as well as Comelit intercom features within the Carson app for
Apple and Android smartphones.
“Integrating with Comelit’s intercoms is a natural partnership for Carson’,” said
Guy Blachman, Carson Founder and CEO. “Comelit provides an affordable,
robust intercom with cutting-edge technology, which together with Carson is a
complete solution for an unstaffed residential property. The one-app
experience for all resident operations is finally available with the Comelit
USA-Carson partnership.”

“Our mission to provide innovative security without sacrificing simplicity and
functionality has been the core of everything we do at Comelit,” said Robert
Bhiro, Head of Business Development at Comelit. “We are excited about this
partnership and believe that together with Carson, we’re able to provide a
streamlined experience by having one app for all the property management
and resident living needs in an unstaffed building. We are confident this will
greatly enhance the quality of everyday life.”
Founded in 2017 by successful property management software veterans,
Carson is a new technology and 24/7 service thats brings the experience of
living at large, staffed residential properties to smaller, unstaffed buildings, at
an affordable price. Through the use of an intuitive mobile application that
integrates with best-in-class access control, electronic locks, cameras,
intercoms, payment and back-end accounting systems, Carson enables
property management staff and residents to communicate efficiently, make
payments, submit and respond to service requests, open all integrated doors,
manage guests & visitors’ access, and to receive deliveries on time 24/7 at
the buildings. Resident move in and move outs on the property manager’s
accounting system instantly updates Carson, thereby seamlessly revoking or
granting physical access to the properties.

The Comelit ViP System represents the evolution of video entry technology
and the services connected to it. Using a single LAN as a backbone, the
Comelit ViP System offers an unlimited number of users, with simultaneous
conversations and no distance limitations.

About Carson
Carson is the new technology standard for managing multiple unstaffed
residential properties. The company was founded by seasoned and
successful property management software entrepreneurs, partnered with
BuildingLink, residential property owners and hardware integrators.

Headquartered in New York City, Carson is at the forefront of enhancing
residents’ living experience in unstaffed properties.
About Comelit
Founded in 1956, Comelit is a leading force in the worldwide video intercom
industry. Renowned for using innovative technology to improve the quality of
everyday life by maximizing simplicity and functionality, Comelit’s products are
made for single-family and multi-tenant applications, as well as commercial
buildings. Comelit is headquartered in Italy and has 15 branches throughout
the United States, Europe, Asia and the Middle East. The company exports to
over 70 countries worldwide. For more information, visit
https://www.comelitgroup.com/en-us/.
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